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Abstract 

The following thesis assessed the relationship between perceived organisational support, 

readiness to change and integration within and between units of the Norwegian police after a 

major, impending change process was set in motion and informed of. The data for the 

analysis was gathered using surveys developed and distributed to three participating police 

units in the Norwegian police as part of the larger collaboration between the Department of 

research at the Norwegian Police University College and the research group at Work and 

Organisational Psychology of the University of Oslo, with a total of 850 usable responses. 

The analysis of the data was conducted using structural equation modelling (SEM) and 

included preliminary analysis, validity, reliability and significance testing. The results of the 

analysis indicated that the concepts of perceived organisational support and external 

integration are directly related to readiness to change, and that the concepts of internal and 

external integration are directly related to perceived organizational support. Support was also 

found for an indirect relationship between perceived organisational change and readiness to 

change through external integration, supporting earlier findings of the importance of 

knowledge sharing and trust between formalised groups or units in establishing readiness to 

change in an organisational context. More research is needed to establish valid causal 

relations between these, as directionality cannot be reliably established though SEM-analysis 

alone. Theoretical and practical implications of the results are discussed, as well as 

implications and recommendation for future research.     

 Keywords: Organizational climate, police, change management, perceived 

organizational support, readiness to change 
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Complex international crime, technological innovation and the increased reliability 

and use of public services has seen a rapid evolution in the previous years, presenting a 

phenomenal challenge for police organisations on an international scale (NOU, 2013, p. 9; 

POD, 2014; Yilmaz, 2013). As the environment and social context the police operates within 

rapidly change, the policiary organisations have to evolve and reform correspondingly 

(Yilmaz, 2013). The Norwegian police came under public scrutiny after the 22 July-attacks of 

2011, resulting in significant change in the public’s trust in the police. While some reported a 

firmer trust in the police, a significant amount reported decreased trust in the police, 

indicating a polarisation of the public’s perception (Egge, Strype, & Thomassen, 2012). Prop. 

61 LS, the coalition reform colloquially referred to as “Nærpolitireformen” (“the close police 

reform”, directly translated by the author), was proposed by the sitting government in 

February of 2015. The proposal was based on a report commissioned by the sitting minister 

of justice from Official Norwegian Reports (Norges offentlige utredninger, NOU) to evaluate 

the resource use, priorities, competency, leadership and organisation of the police in order to 

suggest points of improvements and changes to improve solution making and effective 

resource use. The initiative behind the commissioned evaluation was the weaknesses and 

deficiencies that was uncovered during handling of the terror attacks of July 22  (NOU, 2013). 

In the report by NOU the Norwegian police climate was evaluated to differ between the 27 

districts and special units, and proposed a coalition of the 27 police districts into a smaller 

number of six larger, more efficient units with specialised, robust environments (NOU, 2013, 

p. 9). A report by the Agency for Public Management and eGovernment (Direktoratet for 

forvaltning og IKT, Difi), also commissioned by the department of justice, evaluating the 

National Police Directory (Politidirektoratet, POD) advised an increased focus on the 

development of trust within the organisation, as one of five central points of development and 

improvements (Botheim, Søvik, Ström, & Bakli, 2013, p. 5).    

 As the Norwegian police face reform and coalition, the organisational culture is at the 

core of the process of change management. Several of the appointed committees concluded 

that internal factors were attributional to the shortcomings of the police, including insufficient 

leadership, coordination and organisational culture (Botheim et al., 2013, pp. 5-6; NOU, 

2013, p. 9). Recent research on organisational change has found advantages to approaching 

organisational change, and particularly policiary organisational change, using organisational 

climate assessments (Moore, Thacher, Hartmann, Coles, & Sheingold, 1999; Yilmaz, 2013; 

Zhao, 1996, p. 71). Organisational climate is a recently established part of the field of 

organisational research and concerns the policies, practices and procedures of the 
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organisation, related to but distinguished from organisational culture, which concerns values 

beliefs and assumptions (Schneider, Ehrhart, & Macey, 2013).    

  As part of a decade long collaboration between the research group on work an 

organisational psychology at the University of Oslo and the Norwegian Police University 

College, this study was granted access to unique insights into the police organisation and 

climate. The data analysed in this study was collected soon after the employees were 

informed of the major, impending organisational change, enabling the investigation of the 

theoretical propositions of organisational change, as well as documenting a rarely accessed 

stage of the highly dynamic process of organisational change. This will provide insight into 

the Norwegian police as an organisation, its climate and the status quo of the facing 

impending change. Additionally, this thesis will contribute to existing knowledge on the field 

of organisational climate research by empirically investigating the relationships between 

variables that have not previously been studied, as well as potentially support less established 

relationships. To this end, the relationship between perceived organisational support, 

readiness to change and internal and external integration will be described, analysed and 

discussed.            

 This thesis will first present the theoretical background for the current research, 

including the concepts of perceived organisational support, individual readiness to change, 

and internal and external integration, as well as the social dynamics found to be related to 

these relationships.  This will be proceeded by the development of the hypotheses, the 

research methods used to investigate the hypotheses and the results of these. The results will 

then be discussed, before a brief summary with suggestions for further research will conclude 

the thesis. Tables and appendices is attached postscript.  
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Background 

The aim of this thesis is to investigate the relationship between perceived 

organisational support (POS), readiness to change (RtC) and integration in the Norwegian 

police organisation. This section of the thesis will explore how the concept of POS, RtC and 

integration is understood and operationalised, and provide an overview of how these concepts 

are currently understood in an organisational context, as well the approach which was taken 

to investigate the concepts in this study.         

Perceived organisational support        

 Construct definition.        

 The construct of perceived organisational support (POS) was introduced by Robert  

Eisenberger, Cummings, Armeli, and Lynch (1997), with reference to the work of Robert 

Eisenberger, Huntington, Hutchison, and Sowa (1986). The term refers to a general 

perception employees form of their organisation, based on the degree to which the employees 

perceive that the organisation cares about their well-being and values their contribution. 

Robert  Eisenberger et al. (1997) presented the following definition of high POS: “High 

perceived organisational support (POS) would (a) meet needs for approval, esteem and social 

identity and (b) produce the expectation that superior conventional performance and extra-

role behaviour, be carried out for the organisation, will be recognised and rewarded.”  (p.812). 

Numerous empirical studies has investigated POS, and it has been found to be related to, but 

distinct from organisational commitment, effort-reward expectancies, continuance 

commitment, leader-member exchange, supervisor support, perceived organisational politics, 

procedural justice and job satisfaction (Rhoades & Eisenberger, 2002).   

 Current understanding of POS       

 POS is based on the theory of employees’ personification of the organisation, as 

expressed though managers and negated through the norm of reciprocity (Robert  Eisenberger 

et al., 1997; Robert Eisenberger et al., 1986). Social exchanges theorists have proposed that 

the giving and receiving of resources and benefits serves as indicators of the relationship 

between the giver and the receiver, and thereby contribute to the POS. The benefits are 

perceived as being more valuable, or indicative of a higher quality relationship, if they are 

perceived as being given voluntarily and at the giver’s own discretion, rather that mandated 

by outside forces. Work benefits and rewards perceived to be voluntarily bestowed on the 

employees will therefore contribute more to the employees’ POS that if the benefits were 

perceived to be mandated by regulations or unions. The development of POS has been found 
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to be encouraged by the personification of the organisation by employees (Rhoades, 

Eisenberger, & Armeli, 2001), i.e. assigning human characteristics to the organisation. In 

addition, the actions taken by agents of the organisation, such as managers, have been found 

to be interpreted by the employees as the organisation’s intent, and not actions taken to 

further the agent’s own motives (Levinson, 1965; Rhoades & Eisenberger, 2002). Rhoades 

and Eisenberger (2002) propose these tendencies as dynamics through which POS in 

employees develop.          

 Fairness, supervisory support, organisational rewards, and job conditions have been 

found to be antecedents of POS, while known consequences of POS include organisational 

commitment, job-related affect, job involvement, performance, strains (i.e. a reduction in 

psychosomatic and psychological reactions stressing situations), desire to remain, and 

reduced withdrawal behaviour (Rhoades & Eisenberger, 2002).    

 Ming-Chu and Meng-Hsiu (2015) proposed a subdivision of POS into five 

subcategories: employees’ welfare, employees’ personal objectives, employee contributions, 

assist employees in career/professional development and proud of employees’ efforts. This 

suggestion was described as an attempt to make the topic of POS more approachable for 

organisations to assess, with a focus on positive psychology. However, this view has not yet 

been supported by any known publications by the author of this current study.    

 Readiness to change         

  Construct definition.       

 Like trust, readiness to change (RtC) (also known and referred to as readiness for 

change and change readiness) is a term that has been used to reflect differing phenomena. 

The term has been used to reflect three dissimilar concepts in particular: (1) individual 

readiness to change, (2) perceived organisational readiness to change and (3) actual 

organisational readiness to change (Vakola, 2014; Zhou, Gao, Yang, & Zhou, 2005). 

Armenakis et al. (1993) defined employees’ perception of the organisation’s readiness to 

change as: “the cognitive precursor to the behaviours of either resistance to, or support for, a 

change effort”. Vakola (2014) expanded on this definition, proposing that: “An individual 

ready to change is one who exhibits a proactive and positive attitude toward change, which 

can be translated into willingness to support change and confidence in succeeding in change. 

This preparation for action/support depends on whether the perceived benefits of change 

outweigh the anticipated risks.” (p. 196). The expanded definition by Vakola (2014) includes 

the element of risk and evaluation of risk on an individual level and draws on the 

exchangeable nature of the employees’ relationship with both employer and organisation, an 
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approach that has relatively frequently been taken to investigate work relations.  

 In existing research, the focus has been on the organisational readiness to change, 

neglecting the process of organisational change as perceived by the individual, and thus 

overlooking the individual differences. As it has been argued that organisations change and 

act through its members, an organisation can be seen as the product of the individuals in 

them, making the individual differences in the perception of change the paramount concern in 

an impending process of change (Vakola, 2014). But, as Armenakis, Harris, and Mossholder 

(1993) point out, the creation of readiness extends beyond individual awareness, as it 

involves social phenomena as well.         

  Background         

 Relatively little research has been conducted examining the concept of RtC (Eby, 

Adams, Russell, & Gaby, 2000). Briefly summarised, the social dynamics of RtC can be 

assessed by considering three theories (Armenakis et al., 1993). Individual difference theory 

dictates that individuals have different cognitive structures, and that the response to change 

may vary from individual to individual. Social differentiation theory states that belonging to 

one group or subculture will determine what response initiation of change will have 

(Armenakis et al., 1993). Social relationships theory suggests that the response to change is 

determined by the social network of the individual. Through all three theories, the individual 

influence the process of change. It is therefore vital that when assessing or manipulating RtC, 

these dynamics are taken into account in addition to the actions taken directly by the change 

initiator (Armenakis et al., 1993; Eby et al., 2000; James & James, 1992).   

 Armenakis et al. (1993) stresses the importance of drawing clear distinctions between 

resistance to change and readiness to change, making the argument that creating readiness to 

change pre-empts the emergence of resistance to change, supported by the conception of 

resistance to change as an obstacle for the creation of RtC (Furst & Cable, 2008). Resistance 

to change is often perceived to be an automatic psychological and organisational response to 

change, sometimes ascribed to the status-quo bias: the desire to keep circumstances (i.e. the 

status quo or baseline) constant, as they are perceived at the time (Abdel-Ghany, 2014; 

Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler, 1991; Oreg, 2006). Organisational change is either planned or 

unplanned (Burnes, 2004a), instated quickly or over a longer period of time. Change is a 

stressful process, particularly for the individuals perceiving that the change will affect them 

the most or as being of large scale (Dahl, 2011). This can be understood in context of the 

status-quo bias and general risk aversion. After the shift from individual change readiness to 

regarding RtC on a system-wide level of analysis in understanding change dynamics, the 
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social aspects or organisational change has now emerged as one of the central topics of the 

field (Jansen, 2000). In creating readiness, the agent of change seeks to change the behaviour, 

attitudes and intentions within a highly dynamic social setting (Armenakis et al., 1993; Eby et 

al., 2000; Jansen, 2000).          

 The Status Quo bias and the high failure rate of change both support the view that 

change is a universally unpopular phenomena. However, Kotter and Schlesinger (1979) 

found that individual opposition to change rarely occur, and instead proposed that obstacles 

within the organisational structure or appraisal structure may not be adequately adjusted to 

the new organisational reality. Arguments have also been furthered to refocus the perspective 

of research to the more dynamic view originally taken of resistance by Lewin, redirecting to 

the more dynamic, social approach with the recently proliferating preference for assessing 

RtC in favour of resistance to change (Bartunek, Rousseau, Rudolph, & Depalma, 2006; Dent 

& Goldberg, 1999; Senge, 1990).        

 RtC is similar to Lewin’s concept of unfreezing, presented in the three-step model of 

change developed by Kurt Lewin in the 1950’s is a well acknowledged model of change in 

organisational psychology and change management today (Lewin, 1947). Lewin’s three-step-

model takes a planned approach to change, moving through a series of stable behavioural 

states. The model was a reaction to repeated observation of failed attempts at group change, 

in which groups quickly reverted to their original state. To address this issue, the three-step 

model proposes unfreezing the current level, moving to the new level and refreezing at the 

final level. The first step of the model recognises the need for the old behaviour to be 

discarded or un-learned, before the change is introduced in the second step and the learned 

behaviour is stabilised and re-enforced in the third and final step.  The unfreezing of 

behaviour would entail reducing the forces keeping the group or organisational the current 

level, convincing the members of the group or organisation of the necessity of the impending 

change (Burnes, 2004b; Lewin, 1947). This is similar to RtC in the shared recognition of a 

specific mental state preceding change as being influential in the potential success of the 

change process.           

  Integration: the extent of trust and cooperation     

 Construct definition         

 The final variable, integration, was based on an adjusted version of the integration 

dimension of the Human Relations Model, which is one of four types of organisational 

climate mapped by OCM (Organizational Climate Measure). The OCM is empirically 

founded in the competing values model, anchored in one of the four major schools of study of 
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organisational effectiveness (Patterson et al., 2005), known as the human relations approach. 

Integration was one of seven dimensions generated by Patterson et al. (2005) in the process 

of validating the OCM, and defined as: “the extent of interdepartmental trust and 

cooperation” (Patterson et al., 2005, p. 386), in order to adequately sample this quadrant of 

the OCM and the aspect of human relations approach climate in organisations. The seven 

dimensions generated by Patterson et al. (2005) were based on an extensive review of  

existing literature.           

 The variable was specified by Koritzinsky (2015) based on earlier research indicating 

that integration in Norwegian police particularly manifested itself in the form of knowledge 

sharing (Koritzinsky, 2015; Lone et al., 2017). The adjusted variable was measured using the 

scale developed for the integration dimension in OCM by Patterson et al. (2005), extended to 

include an internal unit (i.e. between groups within the same unit) measure in addition to the 

previously developed interdepartmental measure (i.e. between units), as well as items aimed 

at measuring knowledge sharing. An overview of the resulting integration concept is 

illustrated in Figure 1 below. Patterson et al. (2005) defined integration as the extent of 

interdepartmental trust and cooperation, citing Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) and Nauta and 

Sanders (2000). Neither of these articles defines nor mentions trust or integration to any 

extent, but rather exemplifies studies that has taken an HR-approach. The authors of 

Patterson et al. (2005) were contacted in the process of the current study to expand on the 

definition, but the authors did not respond to the inquiry. In lieu of a specific definition, the 

most widely cited definition of trust (Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt, & Camerer, 1998) will be 

assumed. Koritzinsky (2015) was also invited to expand on the arguments for broadening the 

content of the integration-variable, but did not respond to the inquiry in time for publication.   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1  

Overview of the contents of the integration-term. *specific indicator found to be prominent in the 

Norwegian police organisation (Koritzinsky, 2015; Lone et al., 2017). 
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 Knowledge sharing and integration.      

 The aspect of knowledge and competency sharing was included in the integration 

variable by Koritzinsky (2015). Knowledge sharing will therefore be considered an 

operationalised aspect of integration (Koritzinsky, 2015; Lone et al., 2017), also supported by 

earlier findings, substantiating the close association between the trust facet of the integration 

construct and knowledge sharing. The inquiry to Koritzinsky included a request to verify this 

interpretation of the variable, but this was not granted in time for publication.  

 Trust between individuals has been found to ameliorate knowledge sharing (Abrams, 

Cross, Lesser, & Levin, 2003; D. Z. Levin & Cross, 2004; D. Z. Levin, Whitener, Cross, & 

Zedeck, 2006; McEvily, Perrone, & Zaheer, 2003) and to reduce the transaction costs 

involved in knowledge sharing (Tan & Woodward, 2005, p. 38, as presented in Mühl, 2014). 

Nelson and Cooprider (1996) found results indicating a direct, positive relationship between 

knowledge sharing and trust. Furthermore, trust has repeatedly been found to be necessary for 

knowledge sharing to occur (Robert Axelrod, 1984; Y.-H. Chen, Lin, & Yen, 2014; Mayer, 

Davis, & Schoorman, 1995; McAllister, 1995; Zaheer, McEvily, & Perrone, 1998), and even 

to influence the extent and nature of the knowledge shared (Panteli & Sockalingam, 2005).

 These findings support the inclusion of trust in the construct of integration, as they 

indicate a highly established relationship between trust and knowledge sharing. However, the 

conceptualisation of trust has only recently been acknowledged as being consolidated 

sufficiently enough to be included in organisational climate measures (Shockley, Neal, 

PytlikZillig, & Bornstein, 2016, pp. 17-48, 165). Within social dynamics research of 

psychology, behavioural economics and sociology, the varying concepts of trust are well 

established as independent constructs from knowledge sharing (Gigliotti, Vardaman, 

Marshall, & Gonzalez, 2018; Shockley et al., 2016, pp. 1-16, 117-130, 131-156). Therefore, 

the possibility should be considered that trust could operate as an independent construct 

within the construct of integration.        

 Construct definition of trust.       

 Trust is a complex phenomenon that has been a focus of study for various academic 

fields, as well as being used as a colloquial term. Trust has been studied from sociological, 

economic, political and psychological vantage points and on levels ranging from the 

individual to societies at large. It is therefore unsurprising that multiple definitions and 

models for understanding trust has been proposed and developed over the years. In recent 

years, attempts has been made to consolidate the various understandings of trust, most 

recently by Shockley et al. (2016). In their recent, extensive review of existing research and 
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meta-studies, Shockley et al. (2016) presents arguments for the definition proposed by 

Rousseau et al. (1998, p. 395): “Trust is a psychological state comprising the intention to 

accept vulnerability based upon positive expectations of the intentions or behaviour of 

another”, advocating for the continued use of this definitions across disciplines. On this 

recommendation and on the basis of its widespread use, this thesis will refer to this definition 

when referring to the concept of trust.       

 Multilevel trust.        

 Within the various domains of trust research, a number of prominent models has been 

established, presenting interdisciplinary conflict. Various proposed facets of trust with 

dissimilar definitions and operationalisations has made the study of trust a fragmented field 

with attenuated possibilities for the aggregation of results (Mayer et al., 1995; PytlikZillig & 

Kimbrough, 2016; Rousseau et al., 1998). To narrow down the possible facets, or 

subcategories, of trust applicable for investigation in this study, the levels of analysis must be 

determined (Herian & Neal, 2016). Determining the level of analysis is particularly pertinent 

when considering trust, as it has been demonstrated that the nature of trust differs depending 

on the level of which it is being measured and assessed (Herian & Neal, 2016, p. 120). As 

trust is investigated in this study using multiple variables with established relationships to the 

concept of trust, the specific subcategory of trust must be established for each variable, or 

trust indicator.           

 Both variables of integration are measured on a unit (i.e. group) level in this study, 

one addressing the relationship between groups internally in the unit, and the other between 

different units. This yields multiple levels of trust to be examined. Knowledge sharing both 

between- and internally in groups has repeatedly been found to be correlated with trust 

(Andrews & Delahaye, 2000; D. Z. Levin & Cross, 2004; Penley & Hawkins, 1985; Tsai & 

Ghoshal, 1998; Zand, 1972). The term internal knowledge sharing is here applicable both to 

sharing within the unit as well as in the groups within the units. One could theorise that there 

is a difference between the knowledge sharing within the internal groups of the unit and 

between them, particularly in the lager units, however this was not included in the current 

study, in favour of the inclusion on units of all sizes. The kind of trust associated with 

internal knowledge sharing and cooperation is known as internal group trust or intragroup 

trust, as it is executed by and only affects the members of a group, also known as an in-group 

effect in group dynamics. The complimenting measure external knowledge sharing and 

cooperation is associated with trust between groups, or intergroup trust, known as an out-

group effect in group dynamics.        
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 The majority of recent studies of trust have been conducted in fields of organisational 

behaviour and management, lending a favourable generalisability to the study at hand. The 

current understanding of a trusting relationship may be influenced by the norms and customs 

found in employer-employee relations (Herian & Neal, 2016), making up the foundation of 

the field of organisational trust. Perry (1996) makes the argument that it is useful to draw a 

distinction between private and public organisational settings, drawing on individual pursuits 

and commitments to a number of factors such as public interest, civic duty and social justice, 

to make up Public Service Motivation Theory. Based on this, arguments have been made that 

unique aspects of public employment may form trusting relationships differing from private 

employment (C. A. Chen, Hsieh, & Chen, 2014; Herian & Neal, 2016).   

 The relationship between integration and trust.     

 In the original definition of integration in context of the OCM framework by Patterson 

et al. (2005), integration is defined as the extent of interdepartmental trust and cooperation 

within the organisation. Cooperation does not require trust to be present in order to occur or 

be effective, because the cooperating parties are not necessarily at risk. Trust, by definition 

require an element of risk in order to occur (Mayer et al., 1995; Rousseau et al., 1998). 

However, trust has been found to be a motivator and a facilitator of cooperation (Kramer & 

Cook, 2004; Mühl, 2014). With the development of remote co-working technology in the 

1990’s, trust in groups became a hotly discussed topic, resulting in an increased interest in 

trust in working relationships and groups. Trust was repeatedly found to be a central factor 

for whether the outcome of  distributed work groups were successful or not (Handy, 1995; 

Jarvenpaa & Leidner, 1999; Johansen & Selart, 2005; Julsrud & Schiefloe, 2007; Piccoli & 

Ives, 2003; Wilson, Straus, & McEvily, 2006; Zolin, Hinds, Fruchter, & Levitt, 2004), 

indicating the importance of trust in team based cooperation.     

      Group Dynamics     

 Both within psychology and sociology, group structures, or the closely related social 

dynamics, are well-established areas of research. Group structures can loosely be described as 

the pattern of interrelationships between the members of a group (Guzzo & Dickson, 1996). 

The norms, roles, formations and behaviours of individuals in groups are also well-

established, and should be considered when assessing any aspect of group-behaviour 

(Hewstone, Rubin, & Willis, 2002).        

 As member of a group, the individual is exposed to various group effects, such as 

normative pressures and conformity (Asch, 1955; Levine, 1999). Group cohesiveness is 

viewed as a determinant of group structure, indicating the members’ desire to stay in the 
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group. Cohesiveness is found to be stronger when members’ view each other as similar, 

positively related to the severity of the initiation to the group, and communally overcome 

obstacles (Aronson, Mills, & Smith, 1959; Gerard & Mathewson, 1966). External enemies 

and threats are also known to strengthen in-group cohesiveness, but this community also 

carries with it a range of biases and group behaviours, including prejudice, in-group 

favouritism, social loafing, group polarisation, out-group derogation, as well as other group 

effects (Hewstone et al., 2002). The norm of reciprocity is most powerful within groups, 

while it is weaker or even absent between groups (Tanis & Postmes, 2005). Prejudice has 

been found to be most effectively reduced when the contact between them meets the four 

criteria of (1) groups being given equal status, (2) the groups’ interactions are personal and 

close, (3) the activities of the groups being dependent on each other and cooperative and (4) 

positive group interactions being supported by social norms (Allport, 1954; Roets & Van 

Hiel, 2011). From a group dynamics point of view, lack of management support and failure to 

cooperate between teams has been found to be a reason why some teams fail by Longenecker 

and Neubert (2000), as it constitutes an obstacle for cooperation.    

                Development of Hypotheses                   

Perceived organisational support and readiness to change    

 Little research has been done on the relationship between the defined concepts of POS 

and RtC. There has, to the author’s knowledge, only been two empirical studies assessing the 

relationship published: Eby et al. (2000) and Gigliotti et al. (2018). Eby et al. (2000) found 

empirical support for a positive relation between POS and RtC, with the limitation of no clear 

indication of causal relation between the two as it was investigated using SEM-analysis. The 

recently published study by Gigliotti et al. (2018) found support for a direct relationship 

between POS and RtC, using SEM-analysis as well, and using the same scales as this current 

study for both POS and RtC. Additionally, substantial amounts of research has been 

conducted on the relationship between POS and concepts closely related to readiness to 

change, including openness to change, resistance to change, as well as in relation to the 

general process of organisational change (Ming-Chu & Meng-Hsiu, 2015) supporting the 

theory of a positive relationship between the two.       

 The norm of reciprocity is universally present and has been theorised to be a process 

through which POS affects RtC (Eby et al., 2000).  The norm dictates that others’ treatment 

of us must be repaid in kind and serves as a powerful motivator for action (Blau, 1964; 

Gouldner, 1960). The norm has a stronger effect in in-groups as compared to out-groups 

(Tanis & Postmes, 2005). Considering the organisation as an in-group, the potential for 
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powerful reciprocal norms is present, particularly for an in-group with a high level of 

cohesion. As POS is increased, the pressure to reciprocate the support should, according to 

the norm of reciprocity, increase as well. Presented with an uncomfortable obstacle or risk-

laden change, employees with a high level of POS are therefore predicted to report a higher 

readiness to change. The norm of reciprocity has been observed as a reconciliator of the 

differing expectations of employer and employee (Rhoades & Eisenberger, 2002), supporting 

the theorised effect of POS on RtC. One could alternatively argue that a high score of POS 

can be a function of the individual’s tendency to personify organisations. Within POS-theory, 

it has been proposed that this tendency is fundamental for POS to occur, suggesting that 

employees tend to view their manager’s actions as representative of the organisation’s 

perceived personality, in turn resulting in the impression of a personal, dyadic relationship 

between the employee and the organisation (Robert Eisenberger et al., 1986). The attribution 

of human traits, introduced or furthered by the POS could increase the pressure of the 

reciprocity norm, resulting in an increased RtC in the employee.     

 The process of change is a stressful experience for many employees, particularly large 

scale change (Bevan, Robert, Bate, Maher, & Wells, 2007; Dahl, 2011; Herscovitch, Meyer, 

& Murphy, 2002). After the initial news of the impending change has broken, the individual 

will seek to make sense of the change, assessing how it will affect themselves and their role 

in the organisation (Oreg, Vakola, & Armenakis, 2011). Network studies has shown that the 

individuals tend to contact other individuals within the organisation, with whom they share 

formal and/or informal ties with, both within and between formal work groups (Srivastava, 

2015). When the uncertainty level of the change cannot be assessed by the individual, 

hostility against the change agent may arise, in most cases the organisation itself (Cullen, 

Edwards, Casper, & Gue, 2014). This may in turn negatively impact the employees’ 

perceived affective relationship with the organisation.    

 Within exchange theory, an expectation of repeated interaction is a necessary 

condition for the reciprocity to operate (R. Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981). In uncertain 

conditions, distinguishing between what one expects to be a one-shot or a repeated interaction 

becomes more challenging (Andrew, Max, Leda, & John, 2011). Research indicates that in 

uncertain situations, the judgment of an interaction as being expected to be repeated is more 

common than to deem the interaction to be a one-shot (Andrew et al., 2011). This supports 

the finding by Srivastava (2015), suggesting that in times of uncertainty, knowledge sharing 

and cooperation, both within and between formal and informal groups, will increase. 

Additionally, the findings by Andrew et al. (2011) indicates that cooperation, negated 
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through the norm of reciprocity, is more likely to occur, more so in periods of more 

uncertainty than in periods of less.        

 POS has previously been found to mediate the relationship between employees’ 

readiness to change and satisfaction and performance during the uncertainty of the 

organisational change process (Cullen et al., 2014). In addressing the directionality of the 

model, POS has been found to be a precursor for extra-role behaviour (Z. Chen, Eisenberger, 

Johnson, Sucharski, & Aselage, 2009), which in turn has been found to proceed RtC (He, 

Brown, Hameed, Roques, & Ali Arain, 2013). This directionality contradicts the historical 

view by the quality movement of the 1980’s, but is supported by the now more widely 

proliferated HR-centred approach (Moreno Luzon & Valls Pasola, 2011; Vakola, 2014). 

 Rooted in the arguments of reciprocity, POS as brokered though reciprocity and 

previous empirical findings, the following hypothesis is proposed:        

H1: There is a positive direct effect of perceived organisational support on readiness to 

change.            

Integration and perceived organisational support     

 High levels of POS is believed to initiate an obligation within the individual employee 

to repay the organisation (Robert Eisenberger et al., 1986; Settoon, Bennett, Liden, & Bobko, 

1996) and is associated with a trust that the organisation in turn will honour the exchange 

reciprocally, by rewarding the employees. Social exchange theory has been put forward to 

explain this sense of obligation and trust towards the organisation. Social exchange was 

proposed by Blau (1964) as one of two principles exchange could be described in terms of, 

the other being economic. The social exchange is based on a trust that the gesture will be 

reciprocated in the future (Settoon et al., 1996). The parties of the exchange does not 

necessarily perform the exchange for the sake of the benefit in question, but values the 

exchange as a symbol of the quality of the relationship between the two.   

 Settoon et al. (1996) found support for a positive relation between POS and 

organisational commitment. Organisational commitment can be defined as “the relative 

strength of an individual’s identification with and involvement in a particular organization” 

(Mowday, Steers, & Porter, 1979, p. 226). The variance of organisational commitment 

accounted for by POS has been observed to increase as the variable of leader-member 

exchange is introduced (Settoon et al., 1996). These findings indicate that POS and the global 

concept of social exchange at the place of work (here indicated by leader-member exchange) 

are associated, as well as indicating the strong association between POS and organisational 

commitment.            
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 The individual’s tendency to personify the organisation may also contribute to the 

development of a perceived, interpersonal, trusting relationship between the individual and 

the organisation. If the employee cannot make sense of or assess the level of uncertainty after 

being informed of the change, the change may be perceived as a breach of trust in the 

organisation. As the reciprocal exchange is interrupted, the employee may be inclined to 

withdraw the benefit of change readiness.      

 Marks (2002) found a positive relationship between the sharing of knowledge using 

knowledge management systems and POS, and proposed knowledge sharing to be a 

phenomena akin to organisational citizenship behaviour (OCB), which Lynch, Eisenberger, 

and Armeli (1999) found to be positively related to POS.  In the same study, the reverse was 

also found to occur, that a low degree of POS is related to a low degree of OCB, supporting 

the theory that the knowledge sharing aspect of integration also is related to POS. 

 As the direct effects of POS on integration, in the explicit forms of trust, cooperation 

and communication, has been found to be supported by earlier research and in various 

organisational contexts, the same effects are theorised to be identified in the Norwegian 

police as well. I therefore propose the following hypotheses:     

H2a: There is a positive direct effect of perceived organisational support on internal 

integration.            

H2b: There is a positive direct effect of perceived organisational support on external 

integration.            

Integration and readiness to change       

 As trust is defined by voluntary vulnerability, it is understood as inextricable from 

risk and a release of control (Neves & Caetano, 2006). In the process of organisational 

change, clear, established order and routines are disturbed as risk of failure is increased 

(Hannan & Freeman, 1984; Neves & Caetano, 2006). In an uncertain situation, trusting 

relations have been found to be particularly salient (Neves & Caetano, 2006). Already in 

1965, Bennis and Schein proposed the necessity of a work environment characterised by 

psychological safety for individuals to feel secure and therefore prepared for change (Bennis 

& Schein, 1965; Kramer & Cook, 2004). Trust has been found to be positively related to 

successful organisational change, most commonly investigated on an individual level, 

between employer and employee (Armenakis et al., 1993; McAllister, 1995; McManus & 

Mosca, 2015; Neves & Caetano, 2006) but also between employees within and between 

groups (Lines, Selart, Espedal, & Johansen, 2005; Nohe & Michaelis, 2016). These findings 

have also been repeated with trust in peers and perceived organisational RtC (Eby et al., 
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2000), proposing that this dimension of trust might be particularly salient in a team-based 

work environment.          

 Using Carlile’s model of organisational knowledge flow, Dee and Leisyte (2017) 

investigated knowledge sharing both between- and internally in groups in the context of 

change. Referring to Carlile (2004), Dee and Leisyte propose that the lack of a common 

language, resulting from lacking knowledge sharing, will impede the aggregation of shared 

knowledge in the organisation and obstruct the process of change. Knowledge sharing has, 

like POS, been linked to organisational citizenship behaviour (Ramasamy & Thamaraiselvan, 

2011), supporting the theorised connection between knowledge sharing, POS and a high 

degree of individual alignment with the organisation     

   As the earlier research shows, there are empirical findings supporting a theorised, 

positive relationship between both internal and external integration and readiness to change. I 

therefore propose the following two hypotheses:       

H3a: There is a positive direct effect of internal integration on perceived organisational 

support.            

H3b: There is a positive direct effect of external integration on perceived organisational 

support.                

Perceived organisational support, readiness to change and integration  

 As the relationship between POS and the RtC has been found to be statistically 

related, and both internal and external integration have been found to be related to RtC, there 

are grounds to theorise that integration may have an indirect effect in the relationship 

between POS and RtC.          

  Intergroup contact is known to reduce intergroup prejudice, a possible explanatory 

effect for an indirect effect on the relationship between POS and RtC through external 

integration (Allport, 1954; Roets & Van Hiel, 2011). Trust between groups and across 

distance, both in the context of network and geographical distance, has been found to 

facilitate knowledge sharing, and could potentially explain the relationship between POS, 

external integrational and readiness to change (Abrams et al., 2003; Y.-H. Chen et al., 2014; 

Jarvenpaa & Leidner, 1999; Julsrud & Schiefloe, 2007; Mayer et al., 1995; McEvily et al., 

2003). Since the trusting effect is reciprocal in nature, employees perceiving the 

organisational as supportive may reciprocate the perceived support with trusting behaviour, 

facilitating the inter-group exchange and trusting the organisation’s capability to change.

 Gigliotti et al. (2018) found empirical support for an indirect effect of POS on RtC 

through trust. Trust has been found to be related to both POS and RtC, and is included in the 
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construct of integration, along with cooperation and knowledge sharing. The aforementioned 

authors proposed that trust in the organisation and in the leaders of the organisation inspires 

the employees’ faith in the organisation’s ability to change and in the likelihood of that 

change to be successful. These recent findings originated from data material collected a large, 

American restaurant chain, and has not yet been replicated in any other context.   

 To address the possible roles of group dynamics and trust in groups expressed by the 

integration variables in influencing the relationship between POS and CHA, indirect effects 

through INT and EXT is hypothesised. I therefore propose the additional hypotheses:  

H4a: There is a positive indirect of effect of perceived organisational support on readiness to 

change through internal integration.         

H4b: There is a positive indirect of effect of perceived organisational support on readiness to 

change through external integration.        

 In sum, the seven proposed hypotheses are displayed in Figure 2 underneath. 

 

Figure 2. Graphic of the hypothesised relationships between the variables.  

Note: The hypothesised paths H4a and H4b are indirect and therefore not depicted. POS: Perceived 

organisational support, RtC: Readiness to change, INT: Internal integration, EXT: External 

integration. 
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Method 

The research project         

 A formal collaboration between the expert committee (Fagutvalget) at the department 

of Psychology at the University of Oslo and the department of research at Norwegian Police 

University College has been well established for several years. At the initiation of the 

consolidation process in January 2017, which was mandated in (“Nærpolitireformen”), June 

10 2015 by the sitting government, a questionnaire was distributed. The reform entails 

several mergers of the police districts of Norway reducing their number from 27 to six, 

constituting the greatest restructuring of the organisation since its establishment in 1937. 

Chief constable (Politimester) Jon Steven Hasseldal has formally approved of the research 

investigation, which will be extended to include the remaining five districts, which are to be 

established.              

Data collection          

 The data was collected over the course of two months between December 2015 to 

January 2016. The questionnaire used was distributed in paper form to the participants and 

administered by district representatives along with a project information sheet describing the 

project and the survey. The questionnaire consisted of 154 items (attached in Appendix E), 

and included the nominal variables of gender, the specific place of work in the organisation 

down to team level, the ordinal variables age, area of employment and number of years 

employed, as well as statements to be responded to on variations of Likert-type scale and 

open comment boxes to add commentary if desired. The survey was estimated to take 15-20 

minutes to complete. Participants were guaranteed complete anonymity and the uses for the 

gathered data were clearly outlined.           

Sample           

 We surveyed three departments of the previously existing districts known as Follo, 

Romerike, and Østfold, which are to be consolidated into one district called “Øst”.  The 

inclusion of three separate districts strengthens the study’s external validity with respect to 

the remaining districts and provides a baseline to future investigations into district “Øst”. 

 A total of 940 participants out of 1730 potential candidates returned a useable 

response, defined as a returned questionnaire with a minimum of one question responded to 

of the total 154 items. This yielded an average response rate of 54.5 % across the three, at the 

time non-coalesced, districts. The respondents, 51 % of whom was male, did not differ 

significantly by gender and averaged the age between 24-51 years of age (82.8%). The 
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majority of the respondents worked within the investigative (25.3 %), operative (20.4 %), and 

civilly employed (27.8 %) areas of expertise, comprising a total of 73.5 % of the respondents.  

Just above half of all respondents reported having worked in the organisation for 1-5 years 

(28.8 %) or 6-10 years (21.8 %), totalling 50.6 %.           

Measures            

 The items of all four measures used are attached in Appendix E in their original 

Norwegian wording. A proposed English translation by the author of this current study is 

included in Appendix E. This translation has not been validated and should not be used for 

any other means than to give an impression of the measures’ content.   

 Perceived organisational support        

 The scale developed by (Lynch et al., 1999) was used to measure perceived 

organisational change (POS). This scale was adapted from an earlier version (Robert  

Eisenberger et al., 1997), containing 8 items designed to assess “the extent to which 

employees perceived that the organisation valued their contributions and cared about their 

well-being” (Lynch et al., 1999). POS was measure on a climate level. The scale was reduced 

from a 7-point Likert-type scale to a 5-point scale, ranging from 1-“definitely false” to 5-

“definitely true”. The reduction makes the scale more comparable to the other scales in the 

survey, and has been found to reduce confusion and frustration in respondents (Hayes, 2008). 

The scale of Lynch et al. (1999) was assessed to be reliable with a Cronbach’s α of α=.90. An 

example item is: “Help is available from this organisation when the employees have a 

problem1”. 

 Knowledge sharing, internal and external    

 Knowledge sharing was measured on a climate level and developed from the 

integration aspect from Organisational Climate Measure (OCM). The scale was based on 

Kuenzi (2008), Quinn and Rohrbaug (1983) and a pilot study, conducted with the Norwegian 

police by Koritzinsky (2015). Koritzinsky refers to the definition by Patterson et al. (2005) of 

integration in OCM, “the extent of interdepartmental trust and cooperation” (Patterson et al., 

2005, p. 386). Koritzinsky extended Patterson et al.’s concept to include both communication 

and cooperation internally within units, as well as interdepartmentally (between units), 

constructing internal and external knowledge sharing. The resulted scale was comprised of 24 

items, 12 items for internal and 12 for external knowledge sharing, the entirety of which was 

                                                           
1 Translated by the author. Original Norwegian phrasing: «Hjelp er tilgjengelig fra denne 

organisasjonen når de ansatte har et problem» 
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included in the survey for this thesis. An example item is: “There is very effective 

cooperation between the units here in this district2”.    

 Readiness to change        

 Readiness to change (CHA) was measured on an individual level, using a scale 

developed by Vakola (2014). The scale was based on existing literature (Holt, Armenakis, 

Feild, & Harris, 2007), as well as other instruments for measuring similar constructs. 20 items 

were originally proposed, but was abbreviated to include six items, CFI=.94, X2=19.85 and 

α=.70. The seven point Likert-type scale was reduced to a five-point scale, ranging from 1-

“do not agree at all” to 5- “agree completely”. An example item is: “When changes occur in 

my unit, I believe I will be ready to handle them3”.             

Analysis          

 Preliminary analysis.         

 A brief preliminary analysis was conducted in preparation of the SEM analysis, as 

recommended by Kline (2005). The analysis was comprised of item means, item mean 

correlations, standard deviations and zero order correlation of the constructs. Normality was 

assessed measuring skew and kurtosis.        

 SEM – Structural equation modelling.      

 The hypotheses were investigated using SEM-analysis (Structural Equation 

Modelling). SEM-analysis is a confirmatory analysis method combining statistical 

methodological approaches like factor analysis and multiple regression. There are different 

kinds of SEM-analysis, most of which include the construction of a measurement model and 

a path model. The combined models are commonly referred to as a structural model 

(McDonald & Ho, 2002). By utilising this method, several relationships between latent 

variables may be investigated simultaneously. A particular advantage of SEM is that one may 

achieve better estimates of the effect size between different construct, because the unique 

variance of the indicators that does not contribute to the communal latent variable can be 

controlled for. There are various kinds of SEM analysis, but most include a specifying and 

testing of a measurement model and a structural model. Together, these make up the 

theoretical model one wishes to investigate.    

                                                           
2 Translated by the author. Original Norwegian phrasing: «Det er svært effektivt samarbeid mellom 

enhetene her i distriktet» 
3 Translated by the author. Original Noregian phrasing: «Når endringer skjer på min enhet tror jeg at 

jeg er klar for å takle dem». 
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 The first step of the SEM analysis is specifying the measurement model. This 

involves establishing the relationship between the different indicators and latent factors. The 

second step takes place if the measurement model fits the observed data to a satisfactory 

degree. The structural model is adjusted to determine the relationship between the latent 

variables. These may be the hypotheses one is to investigate. The different estimates the 

SEM-analysis yields are then evaluated to determine how well the theorised model represents 

the observed data.          

 The global fit of the model is determined by a number of indicative measurements: 

residuals, modification indices, size and significance of the parameter estimates. Based on 

these measurements, the model is either accepted, adjusted or rejected. Goodness-of-fit 

(GOF) indices are estimates of global fit. Generally accepted GOF-indices are chi-square, 

CFI, RMSEA, and SRMR (Kline, 2005).       

 Chi square (X2) is an index of absolute fit for goodness-of-fit, meaning that it 

indicates how far the assessed model is from achieving a perfect fit, i.e. replicating the data 

perfectly. The chi-square tests the null-hypothesis by comparing the covariance matrix based 

on measured variables and the covariance matrix that is recreated from the estimated model. 

Low difference between the matrixes indicates a good fit, yielding a non-discarded null-

hypothesis. The p-value should therefore be non-significant (p>.5). A limitation of the chi-

square is the sensitivity to large sample sizes and greater numbers of indicators. Either of 

these will inflate the X2, giving the impression of good fit, where there may be none. 

 The RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error of Approximation) is a mechanism proposed 

by Steiger and Lind (Lei & Wu, 2007) to accommodate larger sample sizes and larger 

number of indicators when assessing model fit. Values between 0 and .05 are generally 

considered good, values between .05 and .10 as acceptable and values greater than .10 as 

poor.  The CFI (Comparative Fit Index) compares the estimated model with a basis 

model with no correlation between the measured variables. This model may be referred to as 

a basis model or an independent model. The CFI value ranges from 0 to 1, and the general 

consensus is that .95 is to be considered the minimal critical value.   

 Standardised root mean square residual (SRMR) refers to the standardised difference 

between the observed and the predicted correlations. The SRMR is biased in that it is 

sensitive to a large number of items and few degrees of freedom. Lei and Wu (2007) 

proposed a threshold of SRMR ≤.06.        

 Some GOF-indices are more fitting than others under certain conditions (Lei & Wu, 

2007), it is therefore generally recommended include several GOF-indices when determining 
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a models global fit. The 2-index strategy is one approach addressing this issue, reporting 

SRMR along with another GOF-indice.       

 Reliability and validity.        

 Reliability describes the extent to which the variable consistently measure what it is 

intended to, and likelihood that the sample is free from random, erroneous data. Different 

kinds of error are plausible, therefore different measures are utilised to detect various kinds of 

errors. Cronbach’s coefficient alpha is the most widely used measure of reliability (Peterson 

& Kim, 2013), although it is generally considered to be susceptive to bias, specifically 

concerning the assumption of tau-equivalent measures (all items having the same true score, 

or that all factors have equal factor loading in factorial models) (Osburn & Appelbaum, 2000, 

p. 344). This is a measure of internal consistency reliability, indicating how well the different 

items of a single measure consistently reflects the measure in question (Kline, 2005). 

Composite reliability (CR) is one of the alternative measures proposed to amend the 

insufficiency of Cronbach’s alpha. The CR is a ratio of the explained variance over total 

variance (Fornell & Larcker, 1981; Peterson & Kim, 2013). The generally agreed upon 

lowest threshold value for both Cronbach’s coefficient alpha and CR is .70 (Hair, Black, 

Babin, & Anderson, 2010).        

 Validity concerns the soundness with which we can assure that the scores measure 

what they are intended to measure, and that they do not measure the what they are not 

intended to measure (Kline, 2005). Most variations of validity measures address the construct 

validity, meaning that they measure whether scores capture the phenomena the investigator 

intends them to. Two commonly assessed kinds of validity are convergent and discriminant 

validity. Items meant to measure the same construct should share substantial variance, which 

is known as convergent validity. Constructs should be markedly different from other 

constructs, which is known as discriminant validity. In both convergent and discriminant 

validity, the scores are evaluated against themselves, instead of external criterion (Kline, 

2005). CR can therefore also be used to measure the convergent validity of a scale. The chi-

square difference test can be used to determine discriminant validity between constructs by 

evaluating the degree to which the measures of the constructs are unrelated, by pairwisely 

comparing whether loading all items on one construct produces a model with better fit than if 

the items were to load on two separate constructs (Hair et al., 2010).     

 Internal consistency is intended to measure true, underlying variables, and the 

argument stated by McCrae and Kurtz (in DeShon, 1998) poses that a one-time measure of 

this is insufficient to assess internal validity. However, as is the case in much psychology 
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research, the underlying phenomena can be unstable in their presentation, and potentially 

exist in a fluctuating state, making multiple measures an unsuitable indicator of internal 

consistency. In this current study, the organisational change was in motion and the 

phenomenon (the organisation at this stage of facing the change) would not stay constant for 

a period long enough for an additional, organisation-wide measurement. Possible participant 

fatigue should also be considered, as the survey used was extensive.  

 Sample size.          

 In general, SEM-analysis require larger sample sizes than other kinds of multivariate 

analyses. The algorithms and programs used to execute the analyses requires the sizeable 

sample, which also provides less room for error and bias, which smaller sample sizes are 

prone to be affected by. Various minimum sample thresholds have been proposed, most 

depending on the number of cases or constructs. Hair et al. (2010) suggests a minimum 

sample size of 100 for models containing five of fewer constructs. Another approach 

considers the ratio of cases to free parameters, with 10:1 proposed as acceptable, 20:1 as a 

good ratio for sample size (Kline, 2005). The sample size of the survey results this thesis is 

based on was 850, with missing variables removed. This yields a ratio of 28:1, which would 

be considered good.            

Ethical considerations         

 The information collected for this study was anonymised, and the data stored with 

two-step anonymisation. Participants were informed of this ahead of time and gave their 

informed consent to participate in the study. All participants were also informed of the option 

to freely withdraw their consent at any time during the study. The research project the data 

was gathered in connection with was approved by Norwegian Centre for Research Data, the 

official for data protection responsible for all Norwegian universities. It is not anticipated that 

participation in the study would have any negative effect on the participants.  

      Results     

Preliminary analysis          

 The means, standard deviations and zero-order correlations of the constructs are 

presented in Table 1. Implied correlation matrix for all variables and the variables included in 

Model 2 are attached in the Appendix D. The means of the constructs ranged no more than .5 

in value, with internal knowledge achieving the largest mean and perceived organisational 

support achieving the lowest. The results of the correlation analysis displayed a moderate to 

large correlation between the constructs. Surveys with missing data was not included in the 

analysis, which is generally deemed acceptable (Kline, 2005, p. 52) and no recognisable 
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pattern in the missing data was identified. The data was evaluated for normality, finding all 

variables acceptable for further analysis. The skewness of the variables ranged from  -.9 to -

.1, and displayed  kurtosis ranging from -.8 to 1.8, well within the generally acknowledged 

thresholds of severe skewness (>3.0) and problematic kurtosis (>10.0) (Kline, 2005, p. 50). 

No significant relationship was found between the items of the four constructs and 

descriptives of age, gender or number of years employed.     

Table 1 

Means, standard deviations and zero-order correlation of constructs 

Construct Mean SD 
CR 

A 
1. 2. 3. 4. 

1. Perceived organisational support 3.415 .947 .885 1    

2. Internal integration 3.903 .860 .916 .303 1   

3. External integration 3.424 .837 .914 .379 .548 1  

4. Readiness to change 3.785 .801 .761 .263 .548 .453 1 
 

The two dimensions of integration achieved the highest correlation, which is 

considered as unsurprising as they measure the same fundamental phenomena on two levels 

of analysis (i.e. between groups within and between units). Both would be susceptible to the 

constant individual differences, which would carry over as shared variance. However, the 

difference between internal and external integration is significant, as demonstrated through 

the independent group t-score of t=3.96659, statistically significant at p<.01 with a p-value of 

p<.00327.             

Hypothesis Testing – SEM       

 Measurement model.        

 Model 1 included all items as indicators for their respective latent variable. As 

displayed in Table 2 underneath, Model 1 had several indications of poor model fit. The 

SRMR score exceeded the recommended .6, the CFI score was insufficiently high, as was the 

RMSEA score. The Chi-square was significant, as is to be expected with the large sample 

size and number of items of the data set.       

 To improve the model fit, items with low loadings on their respective latent variables 

were excluded.  Items evaluated as likely to address the same variance were excluded. Items 

2, 3, 5 and 8 of both internal integration (INT) and external integration (EXT) were worded 

similarly, with adjusted wording for the EXT items to reflect inter-unitary relations and INT 

to reflect intra-unitary. Communal to the aforementioned items are negatively phrased 

statements, including “conflict”, “suspicious” and “little respect”. These items are assessed as 
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being poor indicators of the constructs, and are therefore excluded, with the exception of 

INT8, which displayed an acceptable loading and contributed to improved model fit, 

indicating a possible unique explanatory value despite the negative phrasing. The residuals of 

items representing similarly phrased questions were allowed to covary, as they were 

evaluated to possibly share unique explaining variance, for example INT9 and INT10, which 

reads: ”There is effective sharing of information across groups in this unit4” and “We share a 

lot of information across groups here at the unit5”, respectively. The modification indices 

indicated a markedly better fit when accepting the covariance between residuals of the two 

latent mediating constructs. This is allowed on account for the plausibility that the constructs 

may share unique explaining variation, as they address the same phenomena on two different 

levels of analysis; between groups within and between groups.  Table 1 also showed that 

these two constructs displayed a correlation of .5, which is to be expected as they address the 

same phenomena, albeit within differing groupings within the organisation. 

Table 2 

Measurement model Goodness of Fit statistics 

Model X2 df X2/df CFI 
RMSEA 

[CI1] 
SRMR Comments 

1 3600.730* 659 5.464 .835 
.073 

[.070-.075] 
.060 All items included 

2 1050.241** 367 2.86 .950 
.047  

[.044-.050] 
.038 

Residuals correlated, items 

POS5, INT2, INT3, INT5, 

CHA4, EXT2, EXT3, EXT5, 

and EXT8 removed. 

* Chi-square significant at the .000 level. 

** Chi-square significant at the .01 level. 

 A path model diagram of the resulting measurement model (Model 2) is attached in 

Appendix B. Table 2 displays the GOF-indices of Model 2 with improved chi-square, CFI, 

RMSEA and SRMR values. Further modification of the model is halted, as it may impair the 

                                                           
4 Translated by the author. Original Norwegian phrasing: “Det er effektiv deling av informasjon på 

tvers av gruppene her på enheten” 
5 Translated by the author. Original Norwegian phrasing: “Her deler vi mye informasjon på tvers av 

gruppene på enheten” 
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generalisability of the model by specifying its fit to the data set in question, and not the 

phenomena as an entirety (Lei & Wu, 2007).     

 Reliability and validity.        

 All constructs had a composite reliability (CR) score of above .70: perceived 

organisational support CR=.89, internal integration CR=.92, external integration CR=.92, 

and readiness to change CR=.78. This indicates that the scales are to be considered sufficient 

in terms of reliability and convergent validity. Each pair of constructs were tested using a 

Chi-square difference test, measuring whether the items fit better loading on one construct or 

two. All constructs achieved a best fit for the one construct model, indicating adequate 

discriminant validity between them.       

 Structural model.         

 As measurement model 2 is accepted, a structural model is constructed to assess the 

proposed hypotheses. This is done by introducing paths between the variables, as shown in 

Figure 2 below. The structural model utilises the most commonly agreed upon symbols and 

graphic indicators. A directional arrow (→) is used as a universal indicator for a hypothesised 

causal direction in graphical illustrations of SEM-models. It should, however, be noted that 

SEM-analysis merely indicate co-occurrence of variables, not causal direction. Curved, 

double-headed arrows are used to indicate unexplained covariance between variables (↔). 

Latent variables are displayed in circles or ellipses, observed variables in rectangular boxes 

(Lei & Wu, 2007, p. 35). The relationship between the variables is indicated by β-values, 

presented in the Figure 2 along each path. The GOF-indices (displayed in Table 3) repeat the 

values found in measurement model 2, indicating good fit      

 Based on the modification indices and the sound theoretical basis of the model, Model 

2 is accepted. 

Table 3 

Structural model Goodness of Fit statistics 

Model X2 df X2/df CFI 
RMSEA 

[CI1] 
SRMR Comments 

2 1050.241** 367 2.86 .950 
.047  

[.044-.050] 
.038 

Residuals correlated, items 

POS5, INT2, INT3, INT5, RtC4, 

EXT2, EXT3, EXT5 and EXT8 

removed. 

** Chi-square significant at the 0.01 level. 
1 90% confidence interval of the RMSEA 
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Figure 2. Structural model path diagram  
Note: Standardised coefficients, calculated using the estimation method of Maximum Likelihood. Ellipses labelled 

with the prefix e denotes error variance, the rectangles denotes observed variables (items), circles with the prefix res denotes 

disturbance not accounted for by the model, and the four main circles without prefix represents the latent variables (factors).  

Bootstrapping was used to assess the significance of the indirect effects, as it is recommended 

for testing multiple mediator models (Preacher & Hayes, 2008). This resampling approach is 

advocated as it has higher power and maintains reasonable control over Type 1 errors.  The bootstrap 

was executed using 5000 samples, as recommended by Preacher and Hayes (2008, p. 889). Estimates 

of direct, indirect, and total effects between POS and RtC are displayed in Table 4, both standardised 

and unstandardized. The direct effect between POS and RtC was found to be significant (p <.01), as 

was the total direct and total indirect effect of the model (H1: β=.29, CI=.186-.386). The indirect 

effect of POS on RtC through external integration was found to be significant (p <.05), supporting 

H4b (H4b: β=.052, CI=.000-.110).  
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Table 4 

Estimates of direct, indirect and total effects between POS and CHA 

Note. EXT=External integration, INT=Internal integration. Unst., unstandardised; St., standardised. 

95% confidence interval in brackets. *p<.05. **p<.01. 

Table 5 displays the estimated direct effects between the remaining variables. In addition to 

the significant relationship found between POS and RtC, significant (p <.01) relationships were found 

between POS and external integration (EXT) (H2b: β=.53, CI=.378-.543) and POS and internal 

integration (INT) (H2a: β=.46, CI=.373-.527). The relationship between EXT and RtC was also found 

to be significant (p <.05) (H3b: β=.10, CI=-.001-.202). Summarised, hypotheses H1, H2a, H2b, H3b, 

and H4b were all found to be supported. The relationships between INT and RtC were not found to be 

significant. The variation of POS could account for 28 % of the variance in EXT, 21 % of INT and 17 

% of RtC.  

 

                                                      Exogenous variable  

                                                              Perceived organisational support  

Endogenous variable Unstandardised SE of unst. Standardised SE of st. 

Readiness to change     

 Direct .190** .034 .290** .051 

  [.124-.255]  [.186-.386]  

 Indirect EXT .034* .018 .052* .028 

  [.000-.073]  [.000-.110]  

 Indirect INT .028 .018 .043 .027 

  [-004-.066]  [-.006-.098]  

 Total indirect effect .096** .019 .062** - 

  [.028-.103]  -  

 Total effect .286** .030 .248** - 

  [.191-.310]  -  
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Table 5 

Estimates of direct effects 

Note. POS=Perceived organisational support, EXT=External integration, INT=Internal integration, 

RtC=Readiness to change, CI=Confidence interval, R2=Explained variance. *p<.05. **p<.01. 

     Discussion      

 The aim for this thesis was to investigate the relationship between perceived 

organisational support, readiness to change and integration, by investigating the Norwegian 

Police in light of the impending organisational change of the district coalition reform 

(“nærpolitireformen”). Specifically, direct relationships were proposed between (1) perceived 

organisational support and readiness to change, (2) perceived organisational support and 

integration, both internal and external, and between (3) internal and external integration and 

readiness to change. Additionally, two indirect relationships between perceived 

organisational support and readiness to change were proposed: one through internal 

integration and one through external integration, totalling seven proposed hypotheses. 

 The first proposed hypothesis concerned the relationship between POS and RtC, 

stating that there is a positive, direct effect of POS on RtC. The conducted analysis shows a 

positive, significant, direct relationship between POS and RtC, and thus, H1 is retained. The 

strength of the relationship (β and R2) was found to be of significant magnitude, with POS 

Parameter Unstandardised Standard error Standardised R2 

POS→EXT .46** .037     .53** .28 

 [.378-.543]  [.462-.592]  

POS→INT .39** .037     .46** .21 

 [.309-.474]  [.373-.527]  

POS→RtC .19** .033     .29** .17 

 [.124-.255]  [.186-.386]  

INT→RtC .07 .037 .09  

 [-.012-.163]  [-.016-.206]  

EXT→RtC .07 .039   .10*  

 [-.003-.153]  [-.001-.202]  
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accounting for 17 % of the variance in RtC. This result suggests that individuals perceiving 

the organisation as supportive also experience increased readiness for organisational change.

 The second hypothesis proposed that perceived organisational support was directly 

related to internal integration, in H2a, and to external integration, in H2b. The analysis 

supported H2a, finding the relationship significant to a p<.01-level and with POS accounting 

for 21 % of the variance in INT. H2b was also found to be highly significant (p<.01), with 

POS accounting for 28 % of the variance in EXT. Both H2a and H2b are therefore retained. 

Internal and external integration was also tested for discriminant validity, and the results 

indicated that the constructs are distinct from each other, although they share a significant 

covariance.           

 The third hypothesis proposed direct, positive relationships between the two 

integration variables and readiness to change. H3a, stating that internal integration is 

positively, directly related to RtC, was found to be not significant, while H3b, external 

integration is positively and directly related to readiness to change, was found to be 

significant (p<.05). H3a is therefore rejected, while H3b is retained. However, the lower level 

of significance of H3b should be noted.         

 The fourth hypothesis proposed, in two sub-hypotheses, two possible indirect effects 

on the relationship between POS and RtC through integration. H4a stated that the effect of 

perceived organisational support on readiness to change has an indirect through internal 

integration, while H4b stated that the effect of perceived organisational support on readiness 

to change has an indirect effect through external integration. The indirect effect through 

internal integration posed by H4a was found to be not significant, and as such the hypothesis 

was not retained. The indirect effect of external integration was found to be significant on a 

.05-level and was therefore retained, although the relationship was shown to be of a lesser 

magnitude. This result suggest the possibility of an indirect effect, such as mediation, in the 

relationship between POS and RtC through EXT, however, it is not recommended to ascribe 

mediating qualities to a variable measured through methodology not featuring time or 

precedence (Kline, 2005). Therefore, this result will be assessed as an indirect effect. 

 Summarily, results indicate that perceived organisational change is directly, positively 

related to readiness to change, internal integration and external integration. These 

relationships are all of high magnitude and highly statistically significant. Internal integration 

was not found to be significantly related to readiness to change, and no support was found for 

the proposed indirect effect of POS on RtC through internal integration. Support was 

however found for an indirect effect in the relationship between POS and RtC through 
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external integration, suggesting a possible mediation effect. Jointly, the results points to a 

number of theoretical and practical implications.                 

Implications           

 Theoretical.          

 The results of this study provides new insights into the social dynamics and the 

process of organisational change to multiple fields of research, including policiary research, 

change management across multiple levels of organisational structure and the process of 

change in publicly managed organisations in general.      

 Perceived organisational support.       

 A positive, indirect effect of external integration was found on the relationship 

between POS and RtC. In times of uncertainty, research indicates that social dynamics within 

and between groups changes (Allatta & Singh, 2011; Andrew et al., 2011; Briscoe & Tsai, 

2011; Srivastava, 2015). Uncertain situations have been found to be related to increased 

communication and knowledge exchange both within and across otherwise less frequently 

crossed formal and informal boundaries (Srivastava, 2015). Normative reciprocity has been 

found to extend to more interactions in times of uncertainty than in more certain periods. The 

positive relationship between POS and RtC has been found in earlier studies (Eby et al., 

2000; Gigliotti et al., 2018) and the norm of reciprocity has been proposed as the underlying 

effect of the relationship (Gigliotti et al., 2018). The positive direct relationships between 

POS and external and internal integration found in the current study support these findings. 

Nonlinear effects, network effects and comparison effects has been proposed as outcomes for 

POS when assessed as a predictive variable, extending the view of POS as predictive in direct 

relationships (Burnett, Chiaburu, Shapiro, & Li, 2015; Vardaman et al., 2016; Vardaman, 

Allen, & Rogers, 2018; Zagenczyk, Scott, Gibney, Murrell, & Thatcher, 2010). The finding 

of the indirect effect through EXT in this current study, suggests possible support for POS 

being predictive of nonlinear, network and/or comparison effects.    

 Integration.          

 The negatively phrased items were excluded from the SEM model as fit indices 

indicated a better model fit without them, their factor loadings were low and there was 

theoretical support to do so. Communal for all items assigned to internal and external 

integration was the phrasing, as they were assessed using the same scale adjusted for the level 

of analysis. The excluded items included terms like “suspicious”, “little respect” and 

“conflict” (INT2, INT3, INT5, INT8, EXT2, EXT3, EXT5 and EXT8). The occupational 

police culture is broadly considered as distinct and universal (Loftus, 2010; Lone et al., 
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2017). The culture is understood as being characterised by a sense of mission, suspiciousness 

and internal solidarity, amongst other themes (Loftus, 2010). Democratic and team-oriented 

police cultures has been found to be positively related to investigation performance 

(Glomseth, Gottschalk, & Solli-Sæther, 2007). This effect is also seen in the Norwegian 

Police (Lone et al., 2017). Perry (1996) found indications of public sector employees’ 

motivation to be characterised by, amongst others, public interest, compassion and self-

sacrifice. This culture and motivation is at ends with the active consent to statements 

expressing negative affect at the respondent’s fellow organisation member, seemingly across 

unitary boundaries as well as within. The removed items from RtC (RtC4) also crossed the 

policiary cultural norm of internal solidarity, as it asks the respondent to range how much 

more they perceive themselves as being more ready to accept change than their unitary 

colleagues. This could suggest that the excluded items indicate a construct separate from 

integration, or the separation of the two factors could be due to a methodological error.  

 The concept of trust could be theorised to be a possible, separate construct from 

integration. Trust, as an indicator of social dynamics within and between groups, vertically 

and horizontally in organisations, has only recently been consolidated sufficiently to 

contribute with validated measures to organisational climate mapping and research 

(Shockley, Neal, PytlikZillig & Bornstein, 2016: 17-48, 165). The phenomena of trust has 

also been found to differ between internal group exchange and external, as well as other 

levels of analysis (Shockley et al., 2016, pp. 117-120). Amongst the twelve items in the 

measure that was developed based on Patterson et al. (2005), five was formulated by 

Patterson et al., the rest by Koritzinsky (2015) and centred around knowledge and 

competency sharing. Three of the items removed from both internal and external integration 

due to poor fit were items formulated by Patterson. One of these concerned knowledge 

sharing, the other cooperation. The remaining items cover the topics of knowledge sharing 

and cooperation, but does not explicitly address trust. Trust is an established, distinct 

construct in culture and climate research, found to be related to knowledge sharing, 

cooperation, POS and successful change, as well as to related terms like resistance to change 

(Andrews & Delahaye, 2000; Egriboyun, 2015; Kramer & Cook, 2004; D. Z. Levin & Cross, 

2004; Mühl, 2014; Penley & Hawkins, 1985; Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998; Zand, 1972). This 

suggests the possibility of trust as a separate construct from cooperation and knowledge 

sharing, the other aspects making up the construct of integration. Hence, further 

investigations of organisational climate and evaluations of the integration-construct is called 

for. More research is needed to determine whether trust could be a reason for negatively 
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phrased items to be excluded. If the negative wording of the items were to be determined to 

be the cause of the construct separation, this could have implications of the understanding of 

either policiary culture, the culture of organisations in public sector, or both, as the effect 

could be particular to one or both of these organisational cultures. This should also be 

carefully considered in further use of this variable.     

 Change management.       

 Communal for all change management models proposed for the fast-paced global 

work environment of today is the behavioural patterns of the people making up the 

organisations in change (Vakola, 2014). The norm of reciprocity indicates one such pattern, 

and the indication of the positive relationship between POS and RtC could be an example of 

this norm in an organisational context. Group dynamics have been found to change during the 

process of change (Bartunek et al., 2006; Srivastava, 2015), the aspects of trust and exchange 

particularly so when the change in rapid, on a large scale, or is otherwise appraised as risky 

(Cullen et al., 2014; Dahl, 2011). The inclusion of trust as a variable when evaluating change 

readiness and the process of change in general is a new, cross-disciplined approach, one 

results of this current study can be interpreted as supporting.    

 This current study also found that INT and EXT differed significantly from each 

other, indicating that the sub-variables of integration, knowledge sharing and trusting 

behavior, between and within groups significantly differ from each other. This opens for the 

possibility that differences in group dynamics across levels of analysis could not only affect 

the relationship between POS and RtC, but other assumed directly related variables of 

organisational climate as well. More research is required to substantiate whether this could be 

the case.            

 The findings of this current study also supports the emergent trend of assessing 

dynamic, global organisational climate, as the variables used in this model are related in 

various ways (Gigliotti et al., 2018; Srivastava, 2015). This view promotes a holistic 

understanding of the dynamic, fluctuating phenomena of organisational culture, particularly 

in periods of uncertainty and stress (Cullen et al., 2014; Dahl, 2011). The indirect effect 

found through EXT in the relationship between POS and RtC could support this 

understanding of organisational climate as a complex phenomenon with few variables with 

strictly directional relationships (Eby et al., 2000, p. 422)     

 Practical.          

 The findings of the analysis implies that change readiness is affected by perceived 

organisational support and the integration between both groups within units and across formal 
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unit boundaries. Internal and external integration are related phenomena, but are significantly 

different from each other, implying that there could be significant breeches of trust or 

communication between the units while it occurs well within the unit. However, as the two 

are related, the level of integration within one unit may influence the level of another, in 

either directionality. The significant indirect effect of perceived support on readiness to 

change though external integration implies that increased communication, trust and exchange 

of knowledge between units may positively influence the individual readiness to change 

while POS is present. This finding suggests that in order to foster readiness to change, the 

organisation should strive to make the employees feeling supported by the organisation, and 

facilitate interaction, cooperation, and knowledge sharing across the formal boundaries of 

units. Trust in the organisation, its leadership and fellow employees may also be positive 

element in promoting change readiness, but more research is needed to understand the precise 

nature of the relation between these variables.       

 Perceived organisational support has previously been found to be positively related to 

readiness to change, however, to the author’s knowledge, not in public, policiary or 

Scandinavian organisations (Eby et al., 2000; Gigliotti et al., 2018). The supportive results of 

H1 in this current study supports the robustness of these findings, suggesting that the positive 

relationship between POS and RtC may be a universal, organisational effect.   

 The Norwegian organisational climate is often described by referring to the 

Norwegian working life model (sometimes also generalised to the nordic or the Scandinavian 

model) (M. Levin, 2012). The Norwegian working life model is characterised by good and 

safe working conditions, founded on a mutual balance between employers and employees (M. 

Levin, 2012). Laws and legislations are set down to assure the democratic rights of the parties 

in the working market. Representation and participation in actual decision-making organs 

yields co-determination both in strategic and organisational planning, and on a daily working 

basis. Direct codetermination and complicity are described by Levin as the operational 

characteristics of the Norwegian working life model. These are values reflected in the HR-

quadrant of CVF, supporting the findings of Lone et al. (2017), who identified traits 

indicating the presence of the HR-climate dimension in the Norwegian police culture. This 

support the idea of Norwegian police as being characterised by the Norwegian working life 

model.            

 Particular for the police as an organisation is the wide variety of organisational roles. 

In addition to the stress introduced with the organisational reform, 20 % of the participants in 

this study reported to work within the operative area of the police, many of which are 
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experiencing risk-filled environments regularly (Glomseth et al., 2007; Liberman et al., 

2002). Trust, being strongly related to risk, is therefore in a special position in the police as 

an organisational type. Occupations that involve great amounts of risk and interdependence 

relies heavily on trust. It is therefore vital to understand the role and dynamics of trust in 

organisations like these, as the effects of trust might be more salient (Colquitt, Scott, Lepine, 

& Zedeck, 2007; Pratt, Lepisto, & Dane, 2018).      

 The Agency for Public Management and eGovernment (Difi) identified five central 

areas of development and improvement in their 2013 report of the police directory (Botheim 

et al., 2013, p. 6). One of these areas advised that trust building, leadership and leadership at 

all levels must be prioritised and developed. The results of this current study support this 

conclusion, and expands on the current conceptualisations of the functions through which 

trust is of importance in the organisation at hand as well as organisational at large. It also 

provides an indicative of baseline inter- and intragroup trust in the Norwegian police in initial 

stage of change, providing comparative basis for further studies and management of the 

change process.           

Limitations          

 Common Method Variance (CMF) is considered a widespread threat to the validity 

and reliability of self-reported measures, presenting a primary concern for this study. CMF 

refers to method bias causing uncontrolled systematic and/or random variance to be lumped 

together with the systematic trait variance of a construct (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, & 

Podsakoff, 2012). This can have a detrimental effect on the measures reliability and validity, 

and may cause erroneous assumptions of construct relationships and by extension, parameter 

estimates. The data for the analysis conducted was collected using self-reporting in surveys, a 

long-established practice in the social- and psychological sciences, presenting a number of 

possible biases and limitations. Respondents may not be willing to expend the cognitive 

effort of answering each question with an optimal answer, and instead opt to “satisficing” by 

providing low effort responses which does not accurately reflect their opinion on the matter. 

This is a function of motivation, which again may be influenced by biases such as social 

desirability, or the perceived magnitude of the social consequences of the individual’s 

response (Podsakoff et al., 2012). The scale used was balanced in terms of positively and 

negatively formulated items, a proposed remedial technique for limiting the presence of CVF.    

 The findings of this current study are primarily concerned with the status of the 

organisation in the change process at the moment in time the data were collected, and should 

not be interpreted as a static indicator of the organisational climate. As the data was gathered 
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cross-sectionally, measuring all the variables at the same point in time, no directionality of 

the relationships between the variables can be established. Further measurements and studies 

are required for directionality to be assessed.      

 Organisational climate has been found to be an organisational-wide phenomena, and 

can be subdivided into global and focused climate. Global climate concerns the shared 

perceptions of and related to policies, procedures, and practices the organisation regards 

favourably (Lone et al., 2017). The global climate approach is considered a suitable predictor 

for outcomes related to broad outcomes, like work unit performance. The opposing 

subcategory of climate, the focused climate approach, concerns more specific foci, such as 

climates for service or innovation (Lone et al., 2017). The measures of integration roots from 

the CVF-model, recently found to be a suitable framework for assessing global climate 

(Kuenzi, 2008; Patterson et al., 2005). POS and RtC are often included in studies using of 

organisational climate using CVF (Oreg, 2006; Patterson et al., 2005; Rhoades & 

Eisenberger, 2002), but does not originate from CVF in the same way the integration-

variables does. RtC as a phenomena has been previously studied using a global approach, 

trust and knowledge sharing has found to vary between analytical levels and is commonly 

approached using network analysis (Abrams et al., 2003; Srivastava, 2015). The data used in 

this current study was gathered in relation to a strategic, large-scale organisational change. 

The global approach taken by this current study limits the applicability to assessing the 

Norwegian police in the process of change, and the current study’s use as a potential baseline 

measure for comparison to future study or evaluation.     

 Public motivation theory proposes that the behaviour of public sector organisations 

employees’ differs intrinsically from the employees of private sector organisations (Perry, 

1996). This could indicate limited generalisability of studies conducted using data collected 

in public sector organisations to private sector organisations. With a large number of high-

risk occupations, police organisations differs markedly from most other organisations. This 

may in turn limit the generalisability of the results found, as the investigated relationships 

have not yet been established across varying kinds of organisations.         

Future research         

 Recent attempts of unification of construct definitions provides new opportunities for 

the aggregation and comparison of emerging studies, allowing for copious new research 

opportunities in the field of organisational climate investigation. Terms like perceived 

organisational support, readiness to change and trust has relatively recently seen major 

attempts at unification of definition, facilitating the aggregation of research and establishment 
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of scales. Considering the emergent approach of evaluating the social dynamics of 

organisations over individual differences, the importance of assessing the organisation as a 

global, dynamic entity is central to the continued investigation. This includes the social 

dynamics within and between units and leaders in the police organisation.   

 Based on the results of this study, I propose to continue the use of Koritzinsky’s 

adjusted integration variable in future research and mapping of the Norwegian police, given 

that additional measures of multilevel trust is included, providing a valid assessment of trust 

and potentially confirm that Koritzinsky’s integration comprises a valid measure of trust. 

Network analysis should be evaluated as a potential approach to the continued investigation 

of the social dynamics of change in the Norwegian police, as it may contribute valuable 

insight into the vitally complex dynamics of communication in the organisation. The mapped 

social network would be particularly advantageous to the agents of change seeking to 

strategically influence, intercept or precede these patterns of communication during the 

district coalition process in the years to come. However, this measure may not be suited for 

assessing other organizations. For further theoretical assessment of the dynamics between the 

concepts of POS, RtC, knowledge sharing, cooperation and trust, the use of the more 

generally established concepts making up integration will allow for the aggregation of more 

existing literature and results, and for evaluating the more fundamental dynamics making up 

different organizational climates.        

 The data gathered could also provide a useful comparative basis for further studies of 

organisational change management, as well as for managing and evaluating the process of 

change as the reform in the Norwegian Police progresses over the next few years.  

       Conclusion      

 This study has found indications that readiness to change is positively related to 

perceived organisational support, internal integration and external integration, contributing 

new insights into the field of organisational climate research and into the climate of the 

Norwegian police in particular. These results supports previous findings, both regarding the 

relationship between perceived organisational support and readiness to change, as well as the 

earlier findings of the centrality of knowledge sharing in the climate of the Norwegian police. 

Additionally, the study assessed the integration variable, proposing additional measures to 

increase the validity of this. Support was also found for an indirect effect in the relationship 

between perceived organisational support and readiness to change through external 

integration, suggesting a possible mediation effect, suggesting that change agents seeking to 

establish readiness to change should inspire the perceived organisational support of the 
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employees’, as well as facilitating knowledge sharing, trust and exchange across the 

formalised boundaries of units, which makes up external integration.  

 Hopefully, these results inspires further studies on the relationships between the 

variables explored is this study, particularly the possible mediation effect through external 

integration and the possibly particular role of trust. Future studies would also benefit from 

further assessments of the integration variable and the constructs it consists of, both as a one 

potentially mediating variable, and as three, independent variables in their own right. 
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Appendix A – Measurement model 1 
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Appendix B – Measurement model 2 
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Appendix C – Implied correlation matrix for items of variables included in Model 1 

 CHA6 CHA5 CHA4 CHA3 CHA2 CHA1 EXT1 EXT2 EXT3 EXT4 EXT5 EXT6 EXT7 EXT8 EXT9 EXT10 EXT11 EXT12 

CHA6 1,000                  
CHA5 0.51 1,000                 
CHA4 0.187 0.175 1,000                
CHA3 0.356 0.333 0.122 1,000               
CHA2 0.43 0.402 0.148 0.28 1,000              
CHA1 0.513 0.48 0.176 0.335 0.404 1,000             
EXT1 0.162 0.152 0.056 0.106 0.128 0.153 1,000            
EXT2 0.124 0.116 0.043 0.081 0.098 0.116 0.401 1,000           
EXT3 0.112 0.104 0.038 0.073 0.088 0.105 0.362 0.276 1,000          
EXT4 0.162 0.151 0.056 0.106 0.128 0.152 0.524 0.4 0.361 1,000         
EXT5 0.131 0.122 0.045 0.085 0.103 0.123 0.425 0.324 0.292 0.423 1,000        
EXT6 0.169 0.158 0.058 0.11 0.133 0.159 0.546 0.416 0.376 0.545 0.441 1,000       
EXT7 0.154 0.144 0.053 0.1 0.121 0.145 0.498 0.38 0.343 0.497 0.402 0.517 1,000      
EXT8 0.132 0.124 0.045 0.086 0.104 0.124 0.428 0.327 0.295 0.427 0.346 0.445 0.406 1,000     
EXT9 0.171 0.16 0.059 0.111 0.135 0.161 0.553 0.422 0.38 0.551 0.446 0.574 0.524 0.45 1,000    
EXT10 0.174 0.162 0.06 0.113 0.137 0.163 0.562 0.429 0.387 0.56 0.454 0.584 0.532 0.458 0.591 1,000   
EXT11 0.181 0.169 0.062 0.118 0.142 0.17 0.586 0.447 0.403 0.584 0.473 0.608 0.555 0.477 0.616 0.626 1,000  
EXT12 0.172 0.16 0.059 0.112 0.135 0.161 0.556 0.424 0.382 0.554 0.449 0.577 0.527 0.453 0.585 0.594 0.619 1,000 

POS1 0.24 0.224 0.082 0.157 0.189 0.226 0.341 0.26 0.235 0.34 0.275 0.354 0.323 0.278 0.359 0.365 0.38 0.361 

POS2 0.233 0.217 0.08 0.152 0.183 0.219 0.33 0.252 0.227 0.329 0.267 0.343 0.313 0.269 0.347 0.353 0.368 0.349 

POS3 0.209 0.195 0.072 0.136 0.164 0.196 0.296 0.226 0.204 0.296 0.239 0.308 0.281 0.241 0.312 0.317 0.33 0.313 

POS4 0.213 0.199 0.073 0.139 0.168 0.201 0.303 0.231 0.208 0.302 0.245 0.315 0.287 0.247 0.319 0.324 0.338 0.32 

POS5 0.2 0.187 0.069 0.131 0.158 0.188 0.284 0.217 0.196 0.284 0.23 0.295 0.269 0.232 0.299 0.304 0.317 0.301 

POS6 0.203 0.189 0.07 0.132 0.16 0.191 0.288 0.22 0.198 0.287 0.233 0.299 0.273 0.235 0.303 0.308 0.321 0.304 

POS7 0.165 0.155 0.057 0.108 0.13 0.155 0.235 0.179 0.162 0.234 0.19 0.244 0.222 0.191 0.247 0.251 0.262 0.248 

POS8 0.17 0.159 0.058 0.111 0.134 0.16 0.242 0.184 0.166 0.241 0.195 0.251 0.229 0.197 0.254 0.258 0.269 0.256 

INT12 0.149 0.14 0.051 0.097 0.118 0.14 0.306 0.233 0.21 0.305 0.247 0.317 0.289 0.249 0.321 0.327 0.34 0.323 

INT11 0.153 0.143 0.053 0.1 0.121 0.144 0.313 0.239 0.216 0.312 0.253 0.325 0.297 0.255 0.329 0.335 0.349 0.331 

INT10 0.152 0.142 0.052 0.099 0.12 0.143 0.311 0.237 0.214 0.31 0.251 0.323 0.294 0.253 0.327 0.332 0.346 0.328 

INT9 0.148 0.139 0.051 0.097 0.117 0.139 0.303 0.231 0.209 0.303 0.245 0.315 0.287 0.247 0.319 0.324 0.338 0.321 

INT8 0.12 0.112 0.041 0.078 0.094 0.113 0.245 0.187 0.169 0.244 0.198 0.254 0.232 0.2 0.258 0.262 0.273 0.259 

INT7 0.135 0.126 0.046 0.088 0.106 0.127 0.276 0.21 0.19 0.275 0.223 0.287 0.261 0.225 0.29 0.295 0.307 0.292 

INT6 0.149 0.14 0.051 0.097 0.118 0.14 0.306 0.233 0.21 0.305 0.247 0.317 0.289 0.249 0.321 0.327 0.34 0.323 

INT5 0.115 0.107 0.039 0.075 0.091 0.108 0.235 0.179 0.162 0.234 0.19 0.244 0.223 0.191 0.247 0.251 0.262 0.248 

INT4 0.15 0.14 0.052 0.098 0.118 0.141 0.307 0.234 0.211 0.307 0.248 0.319 0.291 0.25 0.323 0.329 0.342 0.325 

INT3 0.097 0.091 0.033 0.063 0.077 0.091 0.199 0.152 0.137 0.198 0.161 0.207 0.189 0.162 0.209 0.213 0.222 0.21 

INT2 0.124 0.115 0.042 0.081 0.097 0.116 0.253 0.193 0.174 0.252 0.204 0.262 0.239 0.206 0.266 0.27 0.281 0.267 

INT1 0.14 0.131 0.048 0.091 0.111 0.132 0.287 0.219 0.197 0.286 0.232 0.298 0.272 0.234 0.302 0.307 0.32 0.303 
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 POS1 POS2 POS3 POS4 POS5 POS6 POS7 POS8 INT12 INT11 INT10 INT9 INT8 INT7 INT6 INT5 INT4 INT3 INT2 INT1 

CHA6                     
CHA5                     
CHA4                     
CHA3                     
CHA2                     
CHA1                     
EXT1                     
EXT2                     
EXT3                     
EXT4                     
EXT5                     
EXT6                     
EXT7                     
EXT8                     
EXT9                     
EXT10                     
EXT11                     
EXT12                     
POS1 1,000                    
POS2 0.713 1,000                   
POS3 0.64 0.62 1,000                  
POS4 0.655 0.634 0.569 1,000                 
POS5 0.615 0.595 0.534 0.546 1,000                
POS6 0.622 0.602 0.541 0.553 0.519 1,000               
POS7 0.507 0.491 0.441 0.451 0.423 0.428 1,000              
POS8 0.522 0.506 0.454 0.464 0.436 0.441 0.36 1,000             
INT12 0.299 0.29 0.26 0.266 0.25 0.253 0.206 0.212 1,000            
INT11 0.307 0.297 0.267 0.273 0.256 0.259 0.211 0.217 0.607 1,000           
INT10 0.304 0.294 0.264 0.27 0.254 0.257 0.209 0.216 0.602 0.617 1,000          
INT9 0.297 0.288 0.258 0.264 0.248 0.251 0.205 0.211 0.587 0.602 0.597 1,000         
INT8 0.24 0.232 0.209 0.213 0.2 0.203 0.165 0.17 0.474 0.486 0.482 0.471 1,000        
INT7 0.27 0.262 0.235 0.24 0.225 0.228 0.186 0.192 0.534 0.548 0.543 0.531 0.429 1,000       
INT6 0.299 0.29 0.26 0.266 0.249 0.253 0.206 0.212 0.592 0.606 0.601 0.587 0.474 0.534 1,000      
INT5 0.23 0.223 0.2 0.204 0.192 0.194 0.158 0.163 0.455 0.467 0.463 0.452 0.365 0.411 0.455 1,000     
INT4 0.301 0.291 0.262 0.267 0.251 0.254 0.207 0.213 0.595 0.61 0.605 0.591 0.477 0.538 0.595 0.458 1,000    
INT3 0.195 0.189 0.169 0.173 0.163 0.165 0.134 0.138 0.385 0.395 0.392 0.383 0.309 0.348 0.385 0.296 0.388 1,000   
INT2 0.247 0.24 0.215 0.22 0.206 0.209 0.17 0.175 0.489 0.502 0.497 0.486 0.392 0.442 0.489 0.376 0.492 0.319 1,000  
INT1 0.281 0.272 0.244 0.25 0.234 0.237 0.193 0.199 0.556 0.57 0.565 0.552 0.445 0.502 0.555 0.427 0.559 0.362 0.459 1,000 
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Appendix D – Implied correlation matrix for items of variables included in Model 2 

 EXT1 EXT4 EXT6 EXT7 EXT9 EXT10 EXT11 EXT12 CHA6 CHA5 CHA3 CHA2 CHA1 INT12 INT11 

EXT1 1               
EXT4 0.514 1              
EXT6 0.580 0.539 1             
EXT7 0.482 0.515 0.662 1            
EXT9 0.566 0.580 0.558 0.506 1           
EXT10 0.593 0.562 0.566 0.498 0.769 1          
EXT11 0.568 0.619 0.585 0.545 0.607 0.649 1         
EXT12 0.562 0.499 0.555 0.498 0.543 0.569 0.731 1        
CHA6 0.142 0.191 0.163 0.149 0.189 0.192 0.183 0.228 1       
CHA5 0.134 0.117 0.070 0.064 0.118 0.117 0.095 0.133 0.528 1      
CHA3 0.194 0.176 0.184 0.193 0.196 0.212 0.214 0.229 0.379 0.294 1     
CHA2 0.085 0.067 0.105 0.073 0.093 0.093 0.120 0.159 0.440 0.361 0.267 1    
CHA1 0.164 0.141 0.165 0.146 0.154 0.163 0.183 0.195 0.469 0.517 0.336 0.417 1   
INT12 0.330 0.245 0.284 0.254 0.254 0.213 0.267 0.331 0.156 0.121 0.136 0.094 0.198 1  
INT11 0.335 0.285 0.320 0.262 0.317 0.314 0.376 0.335 0.163 0.099 0.155 0.065 0.174 0.722 1 

INT10 0.326 0.278 0.326 0.265 0.321 0.365 0.334 0.315 0.135 0.095 0.157 0.074 0.155 0.593 0.665 

INT9 0.342 0.325 0.346 0.281 0.379 0.347 0.355 0.304 0.153 0.145 0.171 0.054 0.150 0.543 0.595 

INT8 0.264 0.218 0.245 0.240 0.217 0.228 0.256 0.241 0.168 0.128 0.221 0.039 0.173 0.470 0.395 

INT7 0.330 0.278 0.332 0.405 0.327 0.274 0.313 0.338 0.164 0.147 0.176 0.108 0.176 0.548 0.528 

INT6 0.337 0.278 0.350 0.264 0.307 0.284 0.296 0.322 0.164 0.116 0.147 0.085 0.152 0.586 0.600 

INT4 0.364 0.374 0.343 0.302 0.362 0.345 0.371 0.358 0.170 0.127 0.128 0.084 0.183 0.586 0.645 

INT1 0.381 0.237 0.340 0.220 0.294 0.298 0.332 0.351 0.106 0.080 0.116 0.082 0.193 0.520 0.530 

POS1 0.317 0.324 0.306 0.303 0.329 0.323 0.337 0.351 0.261 0.136 0.194 0.163 0.197 0.269 0.320 

POS2 0.327 0.388 0.367 0.375 0.368 0.330 0.348 0.352 0.289 0.194 0.199 0.176 0.214 0.279 0.311 

POS3 0.285 0.284 0.292 0.291 0.275 0.278 0.309 0.309 0.216 0.115 0.202 0.136 0.190 0.227 0.294 

POS4 0.306 0.318 0.355 0.351 0.309 0.287 0.339 0.313 0.254 0.172 0.252 0.156 0.170 0.198 0.265 

POS6 0.309 0.289 0.291 0.286 0.292 0.299 0.328 0.346 0.239 0.146 0.236 0.165 0.249 0.278 0.301 

POS7 0.267 0.227 0.214 0.210 0.229 0.241 0.237 0.291 0.235 0.174 0.187 0.194 0.226 0.231 0.224 

POS8 0.222 0.264 0.264 0.270 0.243 0.247 0.271 0.244 0.190 0.108 0.225 0.084 0.126 0.148 0.224 
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 INT10 INT9 INT8 INT7 INT6 INT4 INT3 POS1 POS2 POS3 POS4 POS6 POS7 POS8 

               
EXT1               
EXT4               
EXT6               
EXT7               
EXT9               
EXT10               
EXT11               
EXT12               
CHA6               
CHA5               
CHA3               
CHA2               
CHA1               
INT12               
INT11 1              
INT10 0.786 1             
INT9 0.425 0.437 1            
INT8 0.523 0.528 0.493 1           
INT7 0.570 0.571 0.449 0.614 1          
INT6 0.590 0.588 0.441 0.546 0.603 1         
INT4 0.552 0.547 0.457 0.470 0.615 0.546 1        
INT1 0.269 0.281 0.233 0.314 0.275 0.321 0.260 1       
POS1 0.263 0.256 0.208 0.333 0.299 0.318 0.251 0.763 1      
POS2 0.276 0.268 0.283 0.316 0.239 0.264 0.272 0.695 0.605 1     
POS3 0.206 0.233 0.184 0.284 0.225 0.255 0.216 0.665 0.658 0.547 1    
POS4 0.255 0.255 0.240 0.273 0.247 0.293 0.251 0.577 0.542 0.519 0.523 1   
POS6 0.217 0.203 0.191 0.231 0.233 0.262 0.252 0.453 0.466 0.377 0.444 0.535 1  
POS7 0.193 0.211 0.245 0.227 0.196 0.244 0.180 0.506 0.501 0.512 0.483 0.424 0.329511 1 
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Appendix E – Instrument items labels, numbers and translations 

Description of the items of the instruments used in the survey in their original Norwegian 

phrasing with a suggested, direct translation by the author. Response scale ranges from 1 = 

“definitely false” (In Norwegian “Helt feil”) til 5= “definitely true” (in Norwegian “Helt 

riktig”), including a neutral alternative 3 = “Neither agree nor disagree” (in Norwegian 

“Verken eller”). 

 Original Norwegian phrasing Proposed English translation 

Perceived organisational support 

POS1 Denne organisasjonen bryr seg 

virkelig om de ansattes velvære 

This organisation genuinely cares about the 

employees’ well-being 

POS2 Denne organisasjonen tar i stor grad 

hensyn til de ansattes målsettinger og 

verdier 

This organisation strongly considers the 

employees’ goals and values 

POS3 Denne organisasjonen viser lite 

omsorg for de ansatte 

This organisation shows little concern for 

the employees 

POS4 Denne organisasjonen bryr seg om hva 

de ansatte mener 

This organisation cares about the opinions 

of the employees 

POS5 Denne organisasjonen er villig til å 

hjelpe de ansatte om de har behov for 

en spesiell tjeneste 

This organisation is willing to help 

employees if they need a special favour. 

POS6 Hjelp er tilgjengelig fra denne 

organisasjonen når de ansatte har et 

problem 

Help is available from this organisation 

when the employees  

have a problem 

POS7 Denne organisasjonen ville tilgi de 

ansatte om de gjorde en ærlig feil 

This organisation would forgive an 

employee if they made an honest  

mistake 

POS8 Gitt muligheten, ville denne 

organisasjonen utnyttet de ansatte 

If given the opportunity, this organisation 

would take advantage of  

the employees 

Internal integration  

INT1 Folk er innstilt på å dele informasjon 

på tvers av gruppene her på enheten 

People are prepared to share information 

across the groups here at the unit 

INT2 Det er svært lite konflikt mellom 

gruppene her på enheten 

There is very little conflict between the 

groups here at the unit 

INT3 Folk er mistenksomme overfor andre 

grupper her på enheten 

People are suspicious of other groups here 

at the unit 

INT4 Det er veldig effektivt samarbeid 

mellom gruppene her på enheten 

There is very effective cooperation between 

the groups here at the unit 
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Original Norwegian phrasing 

 

 

Proposed English translation 

INT5 Det er lite respekt mellom noen av 

gruppene her på enheten 

There is little respect between some of the 

groups here at the unit 

INT6 Folk er svært innstilt på å dele på 

kompetanse mellom gruppene her på 

enheten 

People are very prepared to share 

competency between groups here at the unit 

INT7 Folk er svært innstilte på å dele på 

personer med 

fagkompetanse/kompetansepersoner 

mellom gruppene her på enheten 

People are very prepared to share people 

with particular competence between groups 

here at the unit 

INT8 Det er mye konflikt om deling av 

kompetanse 

mellom gruppene på denne enheten 

There is much conflict about competence 

sharing between the  

groups here at the unit. 

INT9 Det er effektiv deling av informasjon 

på tvers av gruppene her på enheten 

There is effective sharing of information 

across the groups here at the unit 

INT10 Her deler vi mye informasjon på tvers 

av gruppene på enheten 

We share much information across the 

groups here in this unit 

INT11 Det er stor grad av samarbeid mellom 

gruppene her på enheten 

There is a high level of cooperation 

between the groups here at the unit 

INT12 Folk er innstilte på å samarbeide på 

tvers av gruppene her på enheten 

People are prepared to cooperate across the 

groups here at the unit 

 

External integration 

 

EXT1 Folk er innstilt på å dele informasjon 

på tvers av enhetene her i distriktet 

People are prepared to share information 

across the units here in this district 

EXT2 Det er svært lite konflikt mellom 

enhetene her i distriktet 

There is very little conflict between the 

units here in this district 

EXT3 Folk er mistenksomme overfor andre 

enheter her i distriktet 

People are suspicious towards other units 

here in this district 

EXT4 Det er svært effektivt samarbeid 

mellom enhetene her i distriktet 

There is very effective cooperation between 

the units here in this district 

EXT5 Det er lite respekt mellom noen av 

enhetene her i distriktet 

There is little respect between some of the 

units here in this district 

EXT6 Folk er svært innstilte på å dele på 

kompetanse mellom enhetene her i 

distriktet 

People are very prepared to share 

competence between the units here in this 

district 

EXT7 Folk er svært innstilte på å dele på 

personer med 

fagkompetanse/kompetansepersoner 

mellom enhetene her i distriktet 

People are very prepared to share people 

with particular competence between the 

units here in this district 
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 Original Norwegian phrasing Proposed English translation 

EXT8 Det er mye konflikt om deling av 

kompetanse mellom enhetene her i 

distriktet 

There is much conflict about sharing 

competence between the units here in this 

district 

EXT9 Det er effektiv deling av informasjon 

på tvers av enhetene her i distriktet 

There is effective information sharing 

across the units here in this district 

EXT10 Her deler vi mye informasjon på tvers 

av enhetene i distriktet 

We share much information across the units 

here in this district 

EXT11 Det er stor grad av samarbeid mellom 

enhetene her i distriktet 

There is a high level of cooperation 

between the units here in this district 

EXT12 Folk er innstilte på å samarbeide på 

tvers av enhetene her i distriktet 

People are prepared to cooperate across the 

units here in this district 

 

Readiness to Change 

 

RtC1 Når endringer skjer på min enhet tror 

jeg at jeg er klar for å takle dem 

When changes occur in my unit, I believe I 

will be ready to handle them 

RtC2 Jeg prøver vanligvis å overbevise folk 

på min enhet om å akseptere endring 

I usually try to convince people at my unit 

to accept change 

RtC3 Når endringer skjer på min enhet 

pleier jeg å klage på dem heller enn å 

gjøre noe med dem 

When changes happen at my unit, I usually 

complain about them rather than  

doing something about them 

RtC4 Jeg tror at jeg er mer klar for å 

akseptere endring enn mine kollegaer 

på min enhet 

I believe that I am more ready to accept 

change than my colleagues at my unit 

RtC5 Jeg er ikke bekymret for endringer på 

min enhet fordi jeg tror at det er en 

måte å takle dem på 

I am not worried about changes in my unit 

because I believe that there is a way to 

handle them 

RtC6 Når endringer skjer på min enhet har 

jeg stort sett til hensikt å støtte dem 

When changes happen at my unit, I mostly 

intend to support them 

 


